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OFFER PAY PER CLICK ADVERTISING SERVICES

By Daniel L. Hadjinian1
© 2006 Daniel L. Hadjinian

Abstract

Two businesses that advertise online, Lane's Gifts and

Collectibles and Advanced Internet Technologies, recently

filed lawsuits against Google, and other intermediaries that

offer sponsored advertising services. The companies allege

that these intermediaries failed to adequately protect them

against "click fraud." Click fraud refers to the practice

whereby competitors and other persons may click to view an

online ad with no intention of buying, learning about the

advertiser's services, or engaging in any other action that

the ad aims to achieve. Plaintiffs allege that the

intermediaries breached their contractual duties by charging

the companies whose ads they hosted for fraudulent clicks,

and by failing to take adequate detection and prevention

measures. This Article examines the basic contract law

claims underlying these cases and concludes that while

contracts may grant the search engines discretion to define

chargeable clicks, such discretion might be constrained by

the terms of extrinsic writings.
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Conclusion

Practice Pointers

INTRODUCTION

<1> Pay-per-click ("PPC) advertising is a lucrative online service,

accounting for nearly all of the revenue of many popular search

sites such as Google and Yahoo.2  A new phenomenon, referred

to as "click fraud," however, is currently cutting into this

revenue model. Click fraud occurs when a person or program

clicks on a company's PPC advertisement with no intention of

viewing the advertiser's webpage or making a purchase.

<2> Two companies that use PPC advertising recently filed

lawsuits against Google, Yahoo, and a number of other major

intermediaries, alleging that these entities breached both the

substantive terms of their contracts, as well as the implied duty

of good faith.3  Advanced Internet Technologies ("AIT") and

Lane's Gifts and Collectibles ("Lane's Gifts") claim that the

intermediaries that hosted/published their online advertisements

improperly charged them for fraudulent clicks. The plaintiffs

assert that such clicks are not fairly chargeable within the terms

of the PPC contracts. The advertisers also claim that the search

engines failed to take adequate steps to detect and prevent click

fraud. These suits raise two central questions: (1) how should a

chargeable click be defined within the context of a standard PPC

advertising contract; and (2) whether search engines have any

duty to protect advertisers from fraudulent clicks. This Article

begins by providing an overview of click fraud. The Article then

addresses the breach of contract claims and uses AIT and Lane's

Gifts as cases illustrative of the types of disputes that have

arisen regarding click fraud.4  However, this Article is not meant

to be a detailed analysis of any specific company's current

practices.

UNDERSTANDING CLICK FRAUD

<3> PPC advertising is an interactive form of online advertising

where visitors to a website can click on displayed ads (usually in

the margins of the page), routing the visitor to a company's

website.5  These ads are usually keyed to specific search terms

entered by the user into an intermediary's search engine.

Businesses ("advertisers") pay an intermediary website ("search

engines," such as Google or Yahoo) that publishes their

advertisement at an agreed-upon fee for each time the

advertisement is "clicked" by a website visitor. PPC advertising

appeals to businesses because it offers the opportunity to reach

potential consumers across the world, while also narrowing the

scope of the ad to those who have expressed a particular 2
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interest in a related subject.

<4> There are two types of click fraud perpetrators: competitors

and affiliates. Competitor click fraud occurs when a business's

competitor clicks on a PPC ad in order to run up charges to a

competitor. This not only damages a company financially, but

may also result in a more favorable position for the competitor's

ad.6  Affiliate click fraud is perpetrated by a third party (the

"affiliate") who agrees to host the ad in exchange for a share of

the click stream revenue. The affiliate then uses fraudulent clicks

to drive up click fees and its share of that revenue. This type of

fraud is generally committed manually and by using software

programs called "bots."7

<5> According to the Interactive Advertising Bureau, in the first

six months of 2005 advertisers spent $2.3 billion on search-

related PPC advertising — an increase of 27% from the same

period in 2004.8  This makes PPC advertising one of the largest

and fastest growing areas of online advertising.9  Analysts

expect continued growth, with PPC advertising reaching nearly

$20 billion by 2010.10  However, some commentators estimate

that as many as 20% of all clicks are fraudulent, and there are

concerns about the industry's continued vitality.11  Businesses

may choose to spend their advertising dollars elsewhere as they

become more aware of the problems posed by click fraud.12

RECENT PAY-PER-CLICK LITIGATION

<6> In several recent cases, companies that use PPC advertising

sued Google and other intermediaries for their failure to prevent

click fraud. Companies who advertise online filed three of these

cases alleging that the search engines breached their contracts

by charging for fraudulent clicks.13  Google filed a fourth

important case seeking damages from an affiliate allegedly

engaging in click fraud.14

<7> In Advanced Internet Technologies v. Google15  ("AIT") and

Lane's Gifts and Collectibles v. Yahoo,16  the plaintiff PPC

advertisers allege that the defendant PPC advertising search

engines charged the plaintiffs for fraudulent clicks in violation of

the terms of their contracts.17  AIT entered into a contract with

Google to publish AIT's PPC ads through its Adwords program.18

The AIT contract calls for Google to charge AIT three dollars for

every "actual click" on the advertisement when displayed to

users of Google's search engine who had entered the search

term "click fraud."19  AIT and other PPC advertiser's bid on a
3
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price they are willing to pay for each click in order to have their

ad displayed in association with the desired search terms.20  The

highest bidder is then generally displayed in the most prominent

position on the search engine's results page, with each lower bid

taking a less desirable space according to its rank.21

<8> AIT asserts that Google breached its Adwords agreement by

knowingly charging advertisers for fraudulent clicks, which,

according to AIT, are not "actual" clicks within either the

meaning of the Adwords agreement or industry practices.22  AIT

further alleges that such a practice is a breach of contract

because it violates the duty of good faith implied in every

contract by injuring advertisers' right to receive the benefits of

the contract – namely, the potential for sales to those users

who click on the advertisement.23  In the Lane's Gifts lawsuit, a

plaintiff PPC advertiser alleged that the defendants (a number of

the largest Internet Service Providers and search engines)

similarly breached their contracts by charging advertisers for

clicks that were not from actual customers.24

<9> The outcome of this and any similar cases may hinge on

what constitutes an "actual click." A settlement has been

approved between Google and the plaintiffs in Lane's Gifts.25

The settlement would require Google to pay up to $90 million

(including attorney's fees) to advertisers who have been

victimized by click fraud.26  All advertisers who have ever

participated in Adwords are eligible to make a claim for a rebate,

but each claim is subject to verification by Google.27  The AIT

case is subject to a stay pending the outcome of that

negotiation.28  However this settlement fails to resolve the

primary question addressed by this article and any such lawsuit:

what constitutes an "actual click" under a PPC contract for

purposes of calculating the fees owed to an intermediary that

publishes/hosts an ad.29  As noted previously, the instance of

fraudulent clicks has led to companies paying exorbitant fees to

ad hosts without corresponding benefits for each click.

<10> The plaintiff advertiser in Go2Net, Inc. v. C.I. Host, Inc.30

alleged that it was charged for invalid "impressions" under its

contract with the defendant search engine. Impressions are

another method of charging online advertisers, similar to pay-

per-click. The most significant difference between PPC and

impressions is that impression counts are based on the number

of viewers the ad might have had (how many times an ad was

sent to a user's web-browser), rather than how many times the

ad is clicked. C.I. Host claimed that it was charged for

impressions resulting from search engines and other artificial

31 4
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intelligence agents, as well as actual people,  and argued that

this was inconsistent with the industry definition of

impressions.32

<11> Go2Net represents that at least one court has given effect

to a contract granting search engines broad authority to define

chargeable actions. Under the terms of the PPC agreement,

Go2Net was to charge C.I. Host based on the number of

impressions recorded by Go2Net's ad engine.33  The key

contractual terms also stated that all impressions billed would be

based on Go2Net's count. In the event of a conflict between

Go2Net's count and another count, Go2Net's count would

control.34  The court found that these terms required Go2Net's

method of counting impressions to prevail and that any

argument over the definition of impressions was preempted.35

<12> In Google, Inc. v. Auctions Expert L.L.C., Google brought

suit against a participant in its AdSense36  program, alleging that

the participant generated revenue for itself by engaged in click

fraud.37  Google's Adsense agreement strictly prohibits

participants in the Adsense program from "artificially and/or

fraudulently generating clicks in any manner."38  This prohibition

includes participants manually clicking on the ads or doing so

through the use of automated tools.39  This case is different

from the others because it involves a click fraud action by an ad

search engine against a third party host that arises from a

contract between the two parties. Google claimed that Auctions

Expert had knowingly clicked on PPC advertisements on its own

site, supplied through the AdSense program, with the intent to

fraudulently generate revenue for itself.40  The fraudulent clicks

generated by Auctions Expert caused Google to issue refunds to

advertisers for all clicks on ads displayed at the Auctions Expert

website.41  Google claimed that Auctions Expert's click fraud

violated the terms of the contract governing the relationship

between the two parties. The court granted Google a $75,000

judgment against Auctions Expert.42

<13> These four cases represent the early framework for

evaluating the risks, duties, and obligations taken on by PPC

advertisers and search engines. They not only show that click

fraud can be an actionable offense, but also that PPC ad search

engines may use contracts to set expectations related to click

fraud and to minimize their liability.

BREACH OF CONTRACT ACTIONS: DEFINING "ACTUAL CLICKS" AND
DETECTION DUTIES

5
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<14> Two of the recent click fraud lawsuits allege that search

engines breach PPC contracts by counting fraudulent clicks as

"actual clicks" under a PPC advertising agreement. Google and

others attempt to preserve the sole right to define actual clicks

in their contracts. However, extrinsic evidence — including

information pages, industry custom and trade usage, and

statements made by Google and other advertising hosts in court

documents — might be sufficient to place limitations on a search

engine's authority to define the term.43  Under such an analysis,

a search engine could be in breach of contract by charging an

advertiser for such clicks.

Elements of a PPC Breach of Contract Claim

<15> A breach of contract occurs when one party fails to perform

a contractual duty at the time performance is due.44  Whether

there was a breach is generally a question of fact.45  Any breach

of contract gives rise to a cause of action46  and entitles the

non-breaching party to damages.47  However, only a material

breach suspends the non-breaching party's obligations under the

contract.48  In determining the materiality of a breach a court

looks to the injured party and asks to what extent the party will

be deprived of the benefit it reasonably expected.49  The party

alleging a breach has the burden of proof on all of its breach of

contract claims.50

<16> Determining the existence of a breach requires that the

fact finder first determine the obligations of the parties under

the contract.51  As a general rule, the Parol Evidence Rule

excludes all evidence of contractual obligations that is

inconsistent with the meaning of an integrated writing.52  An

agreement is integrated when the parties have mutually

consented to a certain writing or writings as the final statement

of the agreement or contract between them.53  However, when a

contractual term is ambiguous it is up to the fact finder to

elucidate the intended meaning of the term. The ambiguous

term must be interpreted in light of the apparent purpose of the

contract as a whole, using the rules of contract construction and

extrinsic evidence of intent and meaning.54

<17> Advertisers claiming breach of contract, such as the ones in

AIT and Lane's Gifts, will likely base their claims on the theory

that a search engine violates the terms of the contract if it

charges the advertiser for fraudulent clicks. In many cases, this

theory will rest on two separate assertions: 1) fraudulent clicks

are not the same as clicks that the advertiser has agreed to pay
6
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for within the terms of the contract; and 2) the search engine

failed to employ adequate detection and prevention measures

against fraudulent clicks.

<18> The contracts used by many of the major search engines

do not allow for every click to be chargeable. The standardized

contractual agreements used by many major search engines,

which PPC advertisers must agree to, generally have some term

that modifies the "clicks" for which advertisers are charged. Not

all search engines use the same modifier — some say only

"actual clicks" are chargeable,55  others only charge for "valid

clicks"56  — but the message is the same: not every click is a

chargeable click. Unfortunately, none of the major search

engine's agreements define the chargeable click terms. Assuming

that such contracts are integrated, a finder of fact will be left

with the task of interpreting the meaning of "actual" or "valid"

clicks based on the contract and extrinsic evidence of the

parties' intent.

<19> It is common practice amongst major search engines in the

PPC industry not to charge advertisers for fraudulent clicks and

to actively seek to detect and prevent fraudulent clicks.57

Therefore, while the validity of any click will depend in part on

the terms of the agreement and the expectations of the parties,

it appears from the analysis above that there are two primary

elements that must be satisfied for a click to be one which the

industry would consider valid. These elements are: (1) the

person or entity clicking on the ad must have the capacity to

engage in the behavior desired by the advertiser, whether that

behavior be making a purchase or merely gathering

information;58  and (2) the person or entity must not have

clicked on the ad solely with a fraudulent intent of creating a

charge to the advertiser.59  These criteria preclude artificial hits

from bots, malicious competitors, and even accidental clicks by

users with bad mouse dexterity.

<20> Under this analysis a PPC advertiser claiming breach of

contract based on charges for fraudulent clicks should

demonstrate three separate elements. First, that the contract

governing the relationship between the advertiser and the

search engine precludes detected fraudulent clicks from being

included in chargeable clicks. Second, the advertiser must show

that it was charged for fraudulent or invalid clicks. Third, the

advertiser must show that the search engine had a duty to make

efforts at detection and prevention consistent with the

reasonable expectations of the parties at the time of contracting,

and that the search engine failed to meet that duty.

7
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A REPRESENTATIVE CASE STUDY: LANE'S GIFTS60

<21> An example of a case in which the issue of what

constitutes an actual click is the Lanes' Gifts lawsuit. In order to

participate in Google's Adwords program, an advertiser must

agree to a standardized set of terms that governs the

relationship between the two parties.61  The agreement states

that customers shall be charged based on "actual clicks."62  The

term "actual clicks" is not defined within the Adwords

agreement. Evaluating the breach of contract claims therefore

requires that a court determine what constitutes an "actual click"

within the terms of the agreement.

<22> The Google Adwords agreement (and some of the other

relevant agreements regarding click through advertising) are

governed by California law. In California63  , a court is not

limited to the four corners of the contract when interpreting

"actual click" within the Adwords agreement. A significant

amount of case law gives clear guidelines for the interpretation

of contract terms64  in California and the Ninth Circuit.65  These

cases indicate a court should not confine itself to the written

terms of an agreement, but rather should examine all available

evidence to aid in interpreting terms in a contract.66  A court

applying California law would first admit all credible parol

evidence to determine if the language of the contract is

susceptible to multiple interpretations.67  Parties may introduce

evidence to clarify the terms of the contract if such susceptibility

is found.68  The extrinsic evidence may not be used to add or

vary the terms.69  The test for admitting extrinsic evidence is

not whether the terms appear to the court to be plain and

unambiguous on their face, but whether the offered evidence is

relevant to prove a meaning to which the language of the

instrument is reasonably susceptible.70  If certain words have a

special meaning within a trade or industry, parties may

introduce evidence of custom or trade usage so that the court

may interpret it consistent with its usage in that sector.71

Therefore, interpretation of Google's Adwords agreement will

likely include consideration of various documents and materials

that may clarify the meaning of "actual clicks."

<23> At the time the Lane's lawsuit was filed, Google provided

additional material to advertisers indicating that not all clicks are

chargeable. In light of California's extrinsic evidence rules, a

court might consider all these materials in defining "actual

clicks." Google's standard Adwords agreement, much like the

agreement in Go2Net, states "charges are solely based on

Google's click measurements."72  However, Google also supplies
8
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advertisers with a significant amount of informational material

that discusses when an advertiser will be charged. The Adwords

website states that some clicks are invalid, and gave two

illustrative examples: manual clicks intended to increase

advertiser costs or website owner profits, and clicks executed by

software and robots.73

<24> Google has stated that it employs a variety of advanced

(and constantly upgraded) methods for detecting and preventing

invalid clicks to protect customers from click fraud.74  The site

indicates that when Google detects such clicks, customers will

not be charged, or if they are charged a refund will be issued.75

Google invites advertisers to help fight click fraud by reporting

any incidents of suspected click fraud.76  If Google's anti-fraud

team verifies that such clicks were likely fraudulent, a refund will

be issued to the advertiser.77  These informational materials

give the clear impression that Google does not consider all clicks

to be "actual clicks" within the meaning of the Adwords

agreement.

<25> Google's complaint in the Auctions Expert case may also be

relevant in determining the meaning of the term "actual clicks."

The Auctions Expert complaint states that fraudulent clicks

include, but are not limited to "website authors themselves

manually clicking on advertisements, the use of automated tools

to generate clicks, and web sites paying others to generate

clicks."78  According to the complaint, Google considers clicks by

an affiliate to test an ad's functionality to be invalid.79

<26> The company further acknowledges that any of the above-

mentioned clicks create no value for advertisers, and that

advertisers typically do not want to pay for clicks that have no

economic benefit.80  The complaint later describes a legitimate

click as one executed by a user who desired to access the site

being advertised.81  A click by a user without such a desire is

not considered legitimate.82  This language, when taken in

combination with the information on the Adwords page, may

indicate that fraudulent clicks do not constitute "actual clicks."

<27> The Lane's Gifts case has now settled and Google has

changed some of its policies since the filing of the suit.83

Therefore, this case is more hypothetical and should be viewed

as an illustration rather than a substantive analysis of Google's

PPC billing practices.

Defense Against a PPC Breach of Contract Claim
9
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<28> Search engines and other PPC intermediaries facing breach

of contract actions must demonstrate that their actions or

inactions did not violate the terms of the PPC advertising

agreement. As discussed above, an argument that all clicks are

chargeable at a search engine's discretion is unlikely to succeed.

The most likely defense against a breach claim therefore relates

to the expectations the search engine creates based on a

contract and relevant external documentation. The realities of

fraudulent click detection currently prevent complete detection of

invalid clicks, and therefore the removal of every illegitimate

click from an advertiser's charge sheet.

<29> It is rare that a click can positively be identified as

fraudulent because such a conclusion requires knowing both the

identity and intent of the person or program executing the click.

Clicks that are determined to be fraudulent or illegitimate are

more often identified through analyzing patterns that tend to be

indicative of such behavior.84  In their most simple form, these

patterns may be a series of clicks from the same IP address in a

relatively short period of time, or a click rate that is grossly out

of character for the ad.85  However, many other criteria and

complex algorithms are also employed to detect illegitimate

clicks.86  Many search engines claim to employ a large number

of detection techniques, which they refuse to disclose citing

protection concerns.87  Given these problems, it is not surprising

that search engines invite advertisers to take an active role in

click fraud detection by independently analyzing click traffic on

their ad.88

<30> Given the assurance of protection offered by search engines

and the PPC industry this duty likely requires an intermediary to

actively use and develop methods for detecting illegitimate

clicks. However, the degree of detection effort required will

depend upon the reasonable expectations created by the

intermediary in the advertiser. A search engine or other

intermediary should demonstrate that its detection and

protection efforts are diligent and reasonable in light of the

contractual terms and expectations. Whether or not a given

intermediary has actually breached its contractual duty to

protect advertisers is fact specific and likely requires significant

amounts of discovery.

CONCLUSION

<31> Click fraud is a growing concern for businesses that

advertise on the Internet. The current cases alleging that Google

has breached its contractual obligations may likely to provide an

important measure of the construction that courts will give PPC 10
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agreements. Despite efforts to reserve complete dominion over

defining a chargeable click, many of the largest PPC search

engines may have given up much of that freedom through the

claims and assurances offered to advertisers in the form of

informational materials. Those materials, as well as industry

custom and terminology play an important role in defining a

chargeable click within the PPC industry.

<32> As the problem of pay-per-click grows, new companies and

technologies are also emerging to meet the demands of

advertisers. Given the uncertainty in the success of legal actions

against search engines, advertisers may want to consider these

third party solutions. Various companies are emerging that

specialize in detecting, documenting, and preventing click fraud

for advertisers. Other companies have produced software aimed

at helping advertisers fight click fraud. These companies use a

variety of techniques, including analysis of a company's weblogs

for suspicious patterns, and placement of small files such as

cookies on an ad visitor's computer that provides useful

information for identifying suspicious clicks.89

<33> Finally, it should be noted that at the time of this article's

publication, two ad industry groups were beginning work on

defining how a click should be measured and when it should be

considered fraudulent.90  These groups (the Interactive

Advertising Bureau and the Media Rating Council) are working

with various industry participants, including Microsoft, Google

and Yahoo, to create a set of click measurement guidelines that

would define a "click" for PPC purposes. The group will also

outline a recommendation for a third party auditing and

certification plan. Such a plan, if embraced by the industry as a

whole, could be useful in clearing up much of the litigation

surrounding click fraud measurement.

PRACTICE POINTERS

Search engines should always seek to have a clause

in their standard contracts that grants them sole

authority in determining the click count. While this

discretion is likely limited by the duty of good faith,

search engines will enjoy a great degree of flexibility

without acting in bad faith.

In addition to seeking sole discretion in defining a

click, search engines should define key terms such as

"actual clicks" in the contract. After defining the key

terms, search engines should be careful to make

sure that any informational/promotional materials are
11
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consistent with that definition. If the definition a

search engine chooses is inconsistent with trade or

custom usage, the search engine should note this

within the definition.

Search engines should recognize that their

informational/promotional materials ("Frequently

Asked Questions" webpages, for example) which are

distributed to advertisers likely play a role in

developing both evidence for defining terms within

the contract, and the reasonable expectations of

advertisers with respect to click fraud. Search

engines should therefore carefully consider the

statements made on such pages, and be aware of

striking a balance between reassuring advertisers

and creating unusually high expectations of click

fraud protection.

When considering which search engine or PPC service

to use, advertisers should take the time to examine

and document each search engine's informational

materials in order to understand what can reasonably

be expected of the search engine. Keeping a record

of these materials as they existed at the time of

contracting will allow the advertiser to show the

basis for its expectations in the event of litigation.

An advertiser who believes that it has been the

victim of click fraud and is having difficulty in dealing

with the search engine should document any

evidence of click fraud, as well as all correspondence

with the search engine regarding that click fraud.

Advertisers should negotiate custom contracts with

search engines that define what counts as a click.

<< Top
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http://www.shareholder.com/shared/dynamicdoc/YHOO/1183/YHOO.pdf

(last visited October 15, 2006).

3. Advanced Internet Technologies v. Google, Nos. C-

05-02579 RMW, C-05-02885 RMW, 2006 WL 889477

(N.D. Cal. Apr. 5, 2006). Note that this case was

originally brought by a company called Click Defense,

who has subsequently withdrawn and been replaced

by Advanced Internet Technologies. See

http://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/2005/12/click_defense_l.htm

. See also Complaint, Click Defense v. Google, No.

C05 02579, 2005 WL 1687517 (N.D.CA. June 24,

2005). Complaint, Lane's Gifts and Collectibles, et al.

v. Yahoo, et al, CV-2005-52-1 (W.D.Ark., Feb. 17,
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http://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/lanegiftsac.pdf.
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federal court. The complaint names America Online,

Netscape, Ask Geeves, Go.com, Lycos, Looksmart,

and Findwhat.com as defendants, in addition to

Yahoo and Google. A third case against Yahoo is

nearing settlement at the time of this Article's

publication. This settlement, between Yahoo and

Checkmate Strategic Group, would allow all

advertisers on Yahoo a one time extended period for

submission of click fraud claims. The advertisers will

be reimbursed for any clicks that a Yahoo

investigation determines to be fraudulent. See Joe

Shaulis, Yahoo! ‘Click Fraud' Settlement Wins

Preliminary Approval From Federal Judges, The Jurist,

June 29, 2006,

http://jurist.law.pitt.edu/paperchase/2006/06/yahoo-

click fraud-settlement-wins.php; see also Yahoo!,

Yahoo! and Click Fraud: Our Commitment to

Protecting Advertisers,
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4. The plaintiffs also claimed unjust enrichment,

negligence, and unfair business practices. The unjust
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considered. Order on Motion to Dismiss, Click

Defense v. Google, No. 5:05-cv-02579, 2005 WL

1687517 (N.D. CA. Sept. 14, 2005).
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15443150.

9. Id.

10. Id.

11. Crawford, supra note 5.
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confidence (See Crawford, supra note 5; See also
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Bronstad, Internet Advertising Fraud Places Google,

Yahoo on Defensive, Los Angeles Business Journal,

Volume 27, Issue 35 (Aug. 29, 2005), available at

2005 WLNR 14835504.) The industry's concerns are

best highlighted by Google CFO George Reyes'

characterization of click fraud as the biggest threat

to the Internet economy (Crawford, supra note 5).
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02579, 2005 WL 1687517 (N.D.CA. June 24, 2005);

Complaint, Lane's Gifts and Collectibles, et al. v.

Yahoo, et al, CV-2005-52-1 (W.D.Ark., Feb. 17,

2005) available at

http://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/lanegiftsac.pdf.

See also Go2Net, Inc. v. C I Host, Inc., 60 P.3d
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International L.L.C., No. 104 CV 030560, 2004 WL

2826489 (Cal.Superior 2005).

15. Complaint, Click Defense v. Google, No. C05 02579,
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16. Complaint, Lane's Gifts and Collectibles, et al. v.

Yahoo, et al, CV-2005-52-1 (W.D.Ark. Feb. 17,

2005) available at

http://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/lanegiftsac.pdf.

17. Plaintiffs also made claims for negligence, unjust

enrichment, unfair business practices, and civil

conspiracy. Some of these other claims have been

dismissed and all of them are beyond the scope of

this Article.

18. Adwords is Google's search based, PPC advertisement

program.

19. Complaint, Click Defense, No. C05 02579, slip op. at

12.

20. Id., slip op. at 16-17.
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22. Id., slip op. at 11-2.
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24. Complaint at 10, Lane's Gifts and Collectibles, et al.

v. Yahoo, et al, supra note 16. Note that the
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claims. For this reason, this article will primarily use

AIT as the representative example, but the analysis

should be applicable to the broader click fraud issue,

including Lane's Gifts.

25. The case is still pending against the other
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31. Id. at 1247.

32. Id. at 1249.

33. Id. at 1247.

34. Id. at 1251.

35. Id.

36. AdSense is Google's affiliate program through which
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exchange for a share of the revenue generated by

those ads.

37. Complaint, Auctions Expert International L.L.C., No.

104 CV 030560, ¶ 17.

38. Id. at ¶ 15.

39. Id.

40. Id. at ¶¶ 17 and 24-5.

41. Id. at ¶ 18.

42. Crawford, supra note 5.
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For this reason, the Article primarily uses AIT as a

representative example. The analysis should be

applicable to the broader click fraud issue, including

Lane's Gifts.
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edition, 1990).

45. Williston on Contracts §63.15 (4th edition, 1990).

46. Id. at §63.8.

47. Id. at §63.8.

48. Id. at §63.3.

49. Id.

50. Id. at §63.14.

51. Id. at §30.7.

52. Id. at §§ 31.1; 33.14.

53. Id. at §33.14.

54. Id. at §30.7

55. Google, Google Inc. AdWords Program Terms, April

19, 2005,

https://adwords.google.com/select/TCUSbilling.html

[hereinafter AdWords agreement].

56. Yahoo! Search Marketing, Frequently Asked

Questions: Sponsored Search #21,

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/performance/customer/dtc/policies/

(last visited October 15, 2006).

57. Google claims that it employs great resources in

order to detect and prevent fraudulent clicks, and

that advertisers will not be charged for detected

fraudulent clicks. (See the section infra "Lane's Gifts:

A Representative Example."). Yahoo indicates that

"advertisers are charged only for valid clicks or those
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http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/performance/customer/dtc/policies
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